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Underwater image processing is a difficult subtopic in the field of computer vision due to the complex underwater environment.
Since the light is absorbed and scattered, underwater images have many distortions such as underexposure, blurriness, and color
cast. -e poor quality hinders subsequent processing such as image classification, object detection, or segmentation. In this paper,
we propose a method to collect underwater image pairs by placing two tanks in front of the camera. Due to the high-quality
training data, the proposed restoration algorithm based on deep learning achieves inspiring results for underwater images taken in
a low-light environment. -e proposed method solves two of the most challenging problems for underwater image: darkness and
fuzziness. -e experimental results show that the proposed method surpasses most other methods.

1. Introduction

Recently, developing, exploring, and protecting the ocean’s
resources have received significant attention from the in-
ternational community. Following the recent development
of sea research, the autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUVs) and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) have been
widely used as the carrier of various sensing devices. Sonars
and vision camera are two kinds of major perception
equipment to detect and recognize objects in underwater
environments. In general, sonar is suitable for long-range
detection and generates low-resolution image. However,
these vision sensors are used for short-range and high-
resolution identification.

-e underwater imaging model could help us better
understand underwater optical propagation. -e diagram of
light transmission in underwater is shown in Figure 1. -e
optical sensor receives three types of light which are shown
as three different arrow symbols. -e first solid arrow
represents the direct of transmission of the light from the
subject without the obstruction and scattering of particles.
-e second kind of light is the forward scattering light which
is reflected from the objects and scattered by particles. -e
third kind of light is background scattering light which
comes from the background light and is reflected by the

suspended particles. According to the model, the imaging
process of underwater images can be represented as the
linear superposition of three components [1], shown as
follows:

Er � Ed + Ef + Eb, (1)

where Er represents the total received light. Ed, Ef, and Eb
represent the direct transmission light, the forward scat-
tering light, and the background scattering light, respec-
tively. -e background scattering light comes from all
scattered light of the suspended particles except the objects.
-is kind of light blurs the visual effect and reduces the
clarity of underwater images. If the object is close to the
camera, the forward scattering light should have very little
value in the direction of the camera. In this situation, the
component Ef often is ignored for easier analysis of the
model [2], so (1) can be shortened as follows:

Er � Ed + Eb. (2)

Due to light absorption and scattering in an underwater
environment, the underwater images generally have the
following problems: low contrast and brightness, blurry
details, color distortion, and bright specks. In addition, the
dark environment is also encountered in the period of deep-
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sea exploration and complex environmental detection. -e
camera flash also can be used to increase light in the en-
vironment; however, it is still necessary that the restoration
algorithms are highly capable in an underwater dark envi-
ronment when the flash is not available. -e case can be
divided into three primary factors: (1) -e flash is not
allowed on certain occasions such as the detection of certain
sea creatures or passive detection of underwater intrusion.
(2) -e flash could be ineffective in complex surroundings.
For example, the light from the flash could be blocked by the
complicated structure of bridge bases, ports, and sea wrecks.
(3) -e battery’s power limits the flash exposure range. Even
when the flash is turned on, there are larger areas away from
the areas illuminated by flash.-e above issues mentioned in
a special submerged scene are urgently needed to be
addressed. In this paper, we mainly focus on restoring the
dark and blurred underwater images.

-e methods related to image restoration can be divided
into traditional methods and “modern” data-driven tech-
niques.-e former type of method includes the model-based
and the model-free methods, detailed in Section 2. -e latter
method utilizes big data to learn the model and mainly uses
machine learning techniques to complete the task. Deep
learning methods are an important technique in machine
learning. Deep learning methods have made rapid progress
since 2012 in various computer vision tasks. -ere are three
components that can vastly improve deep learning methods:
big data, improved networks, and powerful hardware. Big
data provides not only adequate data for training but also a
standard answer (Ground Truth) to the algorithms. In other
words, deep learning methods “peek” at the ground truth
while traditional methods go without it.

-e contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(1) -e image pairs (the dark and blurred underwater
images and the corresponding normal exposure and
clear images) are collected and provided to a neural
network. We use a new method to collect the image
pairs (the dark and blurred underwater images and
the corresponding normal exposure and clear im-
ages). In particular, the objects are placed in the air,

and the light passes through both air and water to the
camera to simulate the underwater environment.
-e collecting method is proved to be effective to
generate the underwater images in theory and
practice

(2) -e proposed algorithm restores the images captured
in the extremely dark and blurred underwater en-
vironment. -e restoration results are beyond most
underwater enhancement and restoration methods.

-e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work about underwater restoration is proposed in Section 2.
-e new framework of the neural network is shown in
Section 3. Detailed experimental results are shown in Section
4. Several problems which need to be further studied are
proposed in Section 5. -e paper concludes with Section 6.

2. Related Work

-e restoration of dark underwater images has been ex-
tensively studied in huge works of literature. In this section,
we provide a short review of related work. In our research,
we only consider that the underwater image restoration
relies on a single image. -e categories of single underwater
image restoration are shown in Figure 2. -e algorithms can
be divided into two categories: traditional methods and
machine learning methods [3].

Traditional methods include image enhancement and
restoration and aim at improving the image quality which
can be performed in both spatial and frequency domains [4].
-e former is often a subjective process, a heuristic pro-
cedure designed to improve low-quality images, and without
degradation model. On the other hand, the latter formulates
an objective criterion and attempts to reconstruct a degraded
image by using the prior knowledge of the degradation. In
other words, it models the degradation procedure and ap-
plies the inverse process to recover the ideal image. -e
model is called the underwater image formation model
(IFM) in the underwater scene. Image enhancement is
equivalent to a blind operation, while image restoration tries
to model the reverse procedure of the degradation. -e
difference between image enhancement and image resto-
ration is listed in Table 1.

Early studies of underwater IFM-free methods directly
used the corresponding methods that were used out of the
water. Later methods are designed according to the dis-
tinguishing features found underwater, such as haze, color
cast, and low contrast. -e IFM-free methods can be divided
into two categories: spatial-domain [5, 6] and transform-
domain methods [7–9].

-e methods based on spatial domain complete a re-
distribution about intensity histogram by expanding gray
levels. It works in different color models such as Red-Green-
Blue (RBG), Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI), and Hue-
Saturation-Value (HSV). -e color models can also be di-
vided into single-color model (SCM) and multiple-color
model (MCM) by class number of color models. -e typical
SCM-based image enhancement methods, Histogram
Equalization (HE) [10], Contrast Limited Adaptive
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Figure 1: Diagram of light transmission in underwater.
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Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [11], and Generalized
Unsharp Masking (GUM) [12], work in RGB color model.
Many researchers such as Torres-Méndez et al. [13], Iqbal
et al. [14], andHuang et al. [15] proposedMCM-based image
enhancement. For example, Torres-Méndez et al. [13] and
Iqbal et al. [14] used Markov Random Field (MRF) and
Integrated Colour Model (ICM) to describe the correlation
procedure of distortion. Huang et al. [15] proposed the
relative global histogram stretching (RGHS) strategy in RGB
and CIE-Lab color models.

An image can be explained in frequency domain. -e
high-frequency component in an image usually indicates
the edge region where the brightness value or color value of
the pixels have sudden change, whereas the low-frequency
component indicates the flat and large area. In order to
achieve a higher-quality image, the high-frequency com-
ponent needs more data, while the low-frequency com-
ponent does not require as much data. Firstly, the
transform-domain image enhancement methods convert
the spatial domain image into the frequency domain
through the conversion methods of the spatial-transform
domain such as the Fourier Transform [16]. Secondly, the
quality of underwater images can be improved by in-
creasing the high-frequency component and suppressing
the low-frequency component, synchronously. In 2010,
Prabhakar et al. [17] used a homomorphic filter, an an-
isotropic filter, and an adaptive wavelet subband threshold
to correct nonuniform illumination and smooth and
denoise the image. In 2016, Amjad et al. presented the
wavelet-based fusion method [18] to improve the low-
quality issue of underwater images. In 2017, Vasamsetti
et al. proposed a wavelet-based perspective technique [19]
for underwater images, which performed the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) [20] on the RGB channels to

generate two decomposition levels and reconstruct the
grayscale images.

-e image formation model-based (IFM-based) method
is one of the traditional methods. It analyzes the underwater
imaging mechanism and law of light propagation in water
then constructs a physical model to restore high-quality
images. Considering the optical properties, different prior-
based methods are used for underwater image restoration.
-ese methods include dark channel prior (DCP) [21],
underwater dark channel prior (UDCP) [22], red channel
prior (RCP) [23], and blurriness and light prior [24].
According to the priors, the background light (BL) and
transmission map (TM) can be derived and entered into the
IFM model for image restoration.

In recent years, many researchers have exploredmachine
learning technology to improve the quality of the under-
water images. Support Vector Machines (SVM) [25], one of
the machine learning methods, was mostly used in under-
water image object detection [26]. -e deterministic
annealing algorithm [27, 28] is developed based on Lya-
punov’s functional method. It can be used in the learning of
network parameters. During the past few decades, deep
learning has achieved rapid development.

Deep learning works well by using convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) [29, 30] or generative adversarial net-
works (GANs) [31] by backpropagation training [32]. -e
model in deep learning is unlike the physical model in the
image restoration. -e methods based on deep learning are
neither image enhancement nor image restoration.
Depending on the various models, deep learning can be
divided into several categories. Sun et al. [33] suggested the
pixel-to-pixel (P2P) network to enhance underwater images.
-e encoder part is composed of three convolutional layers,
while the decoder is three deconvolutional layers. Under-
water generative adversarial network (UGAN) [34] is pro-
posed to improve the underwater image quality. -e
discriminator of UGAN is Wasserstein GAN with gradient
penalty (WGANGP) [35] to soft constraint on the output.
For solving the limitation of underwater images, Anwar et al.
[36] proposed an end-to-end model UWCNN trained by the
synthetic image. To take advantage of the popular dense
connections, residual network, and multiscale network, the
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Figure 2: Categories of the quality improvement algorithms about single underwater image.

Table 1: -e key difference between image enhancement and
image restoration.

Criterion Enhancement Restoration
Result evaluation Objective Subjective
Modeling of degradation No Yes
Use of prior knowledge No Yes
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multiscale dense block (MSDB) algorithm [37] is proposed
to enhance the underwater images. Not only the single-
branch network, but also the multibranch network is
designed to learn the different features of the same input. For
example, UIE-Net [38] is composed of three subnetworks. In
general, deep learning is divided into two classes: supervised
learning and semisupervised/unsupervised learning. Main-
stream technology in the two learning methods is CNN and
GAN, respectively.

3. Method

3.1. Procedure Pipeline of Dark and Blurred Underwater
Image. -e pipelines based on the traditional methods and
deep learning can be used to process the dark and blurred
underwater images, as shown in Figure 3. -e dark envi-
ronment is defined as a 100-fold reduction in exposure
amount to normal exposure in our study. -e blurred un-
derwater environment is made by adding a little milk
powder. -e traditional methods are divided into the single
algorithm and the cascading algorithms, shown as the upper
subimage surrounded by the dotted box.

-e traditional pipeline using a single algorithm works
well on the normal-light underwater images, shown in line A
of Figure 3. However, it has less consideration for the low-
light environment, often having poor performance in low-
light underwater environments.

-e second type of traditional method cascades multiple
low-level vision processing procedures, shown in line B of
Figure 3. -e first step is luminosity scaling of the dark
images. -e images taken by the Nikon D700 made in Japan
are RAW-format images with 14 bits. -e maximum
brightness value of the images is 214, 16384. Experiments
show that the brightness values of the pixels are less than 50
in the underexposure 100 times environment.-e procedure
of luminosity scaling can be written as (vx/vmax) × 16384,
where vx represents the brightness value of a pixel and vmax
represents the max brightness value of all pixels. -e simple
luminosity scaling initially solves the issue of underexpo-
sure, but simultaneously amplifies the noise while ampli-
fying the information. For denoising the amplified noise, the
next step noise reduction is immediately behind luminosity
scaling. Considering the fact that BM3D [39] is a classic
noise reduction algorithm, we select it as a baseline in the
step of denoising. After brightness enhancement and noise
reduction, the last step is underwater image enhancement
and restoration.

-e third type of traditional method is also a cascade
method, but it uses a single method to accomplish both
brightness enhancement and denoising, shown in line C of
Figure 3. Recently, many algorithms were proposed to re-
cover the low-light images while keeping a high SNR, such as
the Robust Retinex Model algorithm [40], LIME [41], etc.
Because LIME is a simple yet effective low-light image
enhancement (LIME) method, we select LIME as the
baseline in our study.-e principle of LIME is that firstly the
illumination value of each pixel is estimated individually by
calculating the maximum value in RGB channels. Further,
the initial illumination map is refined by imposing a

structure prior to it. Finally, the enhancement can be
achieved by the constructed illumination map.

Unlike the traditional methods without ground truth
images, a general deep learning neural network must train
the data before the test phase, shown in the bottom of the
pipelines figure. -e deep learning method includes the
training phase (line D_1) and the test phase (line D_2). Data
in the training phase is taken in the atmosphere by placed
tanks in front of the camera, while data in the test phase is
taken from the water. -e details about the procedure of
collecting data are described in the next section. In our work,
the deep learning convolutional neural network [42] is
proposed for dark and blurred underwater images. Specif-
ically, a network similar to U-net [43] is used for processing,
inspired by the recent algorithms [43, 44].

-e structure of the proposed deep learning network is
shown in Figure 4.-e raw images are entered into the input
of the network, and the restored images are output.

In the network, block 1 includes three layers: two
convolutional layers abbreviated as conv2d(32, [3, 3]) and
max pooling2d. -e parameter “32, [3, 3]” in convolutional
layers represents that output array size is 32 and convolu-
tional kernel size is 3× 3. -e blocks from the 2nd to the 8th,
respectively, include two conv2d(64, [3, 3]) and max poo-
ling2d, two conv2d(128, [3, 3]) and max pooling2d, two
conv2d(256, [3, 3]) and max pooling2d, two conv2d(512, [3,
3]), two conv2d(256, [3, 3]), two conv2d(128, [3, 3]), and two
conv2d(64, [3, 3]). Block 9 includes two conv2d(32, [3, 3])
and conv2d(12, [1, 1]) layers.

-e U-net network belongs to autoencoder neural
networks [45, 46], which are trained to attempt to map the
input to the output.-e autoencoder network is divided into
two parts: an encoder function h� F(x) and a decoder
function G(h) which generates the reconstruction, respec-
tively, shown as the left and the right parts of Figure 4. -e
skip connection shown as the blue arrow in Figure 4
transfers weight, avoiding gradient disappearance.

-e algorithm is an offline one; it is necessary to provide the
computational complexity analysis. Computational complexity
is a concept that focuses on the amount of computing resources
for particular kinds of tasks. Each operation of deep learning
requires a lot of computing resources. For convolutional layer,
each input feature has a Fw ∗ Fh convolutional kernel, and
output feature has a Wcout∗Hcout convolutional kernel. At the
same time, the number of input and output features is defined as
Nin and Ncout, respectively. If multiplication and addition are
required for each element, all operations of the convolution
layer can be calculated as 2∗Nin∗Ncout∗Fw ∗ Fh∗
Wcout∗Hcout. For ReLU activation layer, there is only one
compare operation in each cell. So, the operation number of
ReLU is Ncout. For pooling layer, each filter has the size of
Pw ∗Ph, and output is Npout images which have the size of
Wpout∗Hpout. -e operation number of pooling layer can be
calculated as Pw ∗Pw ∗Wpout∗Hpout∗Npout.

3.2. Procedure of Collecting Data. -e deep learning portion
is divided into three methods: full supervision, semi-su-
pervision, and unsupervised methods according to whether
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the data is labeled. In our research, we consider the un-
derwater image restoration as a supervised learning task, in
which the data label must be given in the training phase.

A label is not just the name of the image but has varied
concepts in different computer vision areas. For example, a
label is a number that represents the ID of a category in an
image classification task. It is the location of the objects in
the object detection task. It indicates whether each pixel
belongs to a category in image segmentation. In the image
restoration, the label is the high-quality image corre-
sponding to the low-quality image.

-e training phase and test phase are shown as the
bottom of Figure 3. -e training data in the training phase
(line D_1) have two parts: the low-light and blurred images
(left) and the Ground Truth images (right). -e Ground
Truth represented by the clear Lena image is the label of the
left dark images. Because our method uses the label data, the
method is considered a full supervision method. Two kinds
of images before and after restoration must be the same size,
preferably aligned pixel by pixel. -e learning-based model
can learn the map relation between the two kinds of training
data using BP algorithm [47].-e trained model is produced
through the training phase, shown in line D_1. In the test
phase (line D_2), the low-light images are input into the
trained model, and then the normal-light images are gen-
erated by the model.

-e test and training data are best derived from the same
probability distribution to ensure the effectiveness of the
algorithm. Specifically, test data is taken from an extremely
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Figure 3: -e pipelines are based on traditional methods and deep learning. -e input test images are taken in dark and blurred water. -e
goal of the algorithm is to generate the respective high-quality clear images. -e top subimage surrounded by the dotted box represents
traditional methods, including the pipeline only using an underwater image enhance/restoration algorithm (line A) and the cascade
algorithms (line B and line C). -e bottom subimage represents an end-to-end algorithm based on deep learning including the training
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dark and blurred underwater environment; training data
needs to be collected from the same or similar environment.
However, it is well known that the collection of underwater
images requires high computational cost. It hinders the
application of deep learning methods in underwater image
processing. In Section 2, several methods about collecting
underwater images are discussed. We propose a method to
collect underwater images, as shown in Figure 5.

In scene 1, the camera is fixed on the tripod, and a glass
tank filled with clear water is placed on the table. -e glass
tank has a high grade of transparency, and the water is clear.
-e images taken in scene 1 are considered as the ground
truth in our research. -en, the first tank is moved; the
second tank is placed on the same location as the first tank.
In other words, the only difference between scene 1 and
scene 2 is the replacement of the tank. -e second tank is
filled with water mixed with suspended particles. -e milk
powder is added into the clear water in order to simulate the
suspended particles. In scene 2, we capture dark images by
adjusting the camera parameter, for example, reduction of
the exposure time, closing the aperture, and reduction of the
ISO value. -us, we can collect the low-quality underwater
images in scene 2.

-e bottom subimage in Figure 5 demoes the light re-
fraction transmission, which follows Snell’s law expressed as
follows: (sin θ1/sin θ2) � (Ir1/Ir2), where θ1 and θ2 are the
angle of incidence and Ir is an abbreviation for the indices of
refraction. -e equation states that for a given pair of media,
the ratio of sinθ1 and sinθ2 is equal to the ration of the
indices of refraction in the respective media. -e indices of
refraction are about 1, 1.33, and 1.5 in the following media:
atmosphere, water, and glass, respectively. -e indices of
refraction of the water are larger than those of the atmo-
sphere. Considering that the thickness of the glass is much
smaller than the width of the water in the bottom of Figure 5,
the refractive effect of the glass is ignored. According to the
refractive law, the camera has a larger angle of view when the
light passes through a tank filled with water. If we remove the
tank in scene 1, the camera directly takes a picture in the
clear air. In this case, we can actually get higher-quality label
data (Ground Truth), but the angle of view should shrink. So,
the images from scene 1 and scene 2 have different shooting
regions, and the two images from the image pairs cannot be
aligned pixel by pixel. -e summary is as follows; we can
collect the image pairs from the two scenes.

3.3. Scattering Models

3.3.1. Atmospheric Scattering Model. For an image shot in a
scattering medium, only a part of the light from the object
reaches the camera due to the absorption and scattering
effects. Similar to (2), the atmospheric scattering model
[48, 49] can be written as

U(x) � I(x)T(x) + B(1 − T(x)), (3)

where x denotes the pixel coordinates, U(x) is the captured
image, I(x) is a clear image, B is the global atmospheric light,
and T(x) is the transmission proportion of light passing

through the object to the camera. When the media is ho-
mogenous, T(x) can be written in an exponential decay term
as follows:

T(x) � e
−βd(x)

, (4)

where β represents the atmospheric attenuation coefficient
and d(x) is the distance from the object to the camera. In the
atmospheric scattering model, attenuation is independent of
wavelengths. Since underwater images usually have a blurred
appearance, the atmospheric scattering model can be used to
describe the degradation the underwater image.

3.3.2. Underwater Scattering Model [4, 50]. Similar to the
atmosphere scatteringmodel, the underwater image imaging
model can be written as

Uλ(x) � Iλ(x)Tλ(x) + Bλ 1 − Tλ(x)( , (5)

where λ presents the wavelength of the light. -e main
difference between the models about the underwater and the
air environments is the effect of the wavelength parameters.
-e attenuation of varying wavelengths needs to be calcu-
lated separately in (5), because light with varying wave-
lengths has varying attenuation levels in an underwater
environment. Experiments show that the light with about
500 nm wavelength (blue-green color) has the smallest at-
tenuation coefficient [51]. -us, the underwater images have
a more blue-green color. In our research, the object is close
to the camera, so the effect of the wavelength is ignored.

Similar to the equation in the atmosphere, the trans-
mission ration in underwater environments can be written
as

Tλ(x) � e
−βλd(x)

. (6)

It can be also written as

Tλ(x) �
Eλ(x, d(x))

Eλ(x, 0)
� Nλ(d(x)), (7)

where Eλ(x, d(x)) is the strength of light after the trans-
mission of d(x) distance, Eλ(x, 0) is the energy of light in the
original location before transmission, and Nλ(d(x)) is the
normalized residual energy.

3.3.3. Mixed Scattering Model in Underwater and
Atmosphere. Two different media are between the object
and the camera, as shown in Figure 6; the scattering model is
defined as a mixed scattering model. If the tank is removed
between the camera and the object, the mixed scattering
model is converted to atmospheric scattering model. Sim-
ilarly, the atmosphere media is removed; in other words, if
the object is placed in the water, then the model should be
converted to an underwater scattering model.

-e mixed mode is expressed as

U(x) � I(x)Tair(x)Tλ(x) + Bλ 1 − Tλ(x)( , (8)

where Tair(x) is the light transmittance ratio in air, Tλ(x) is
the transmittance ratio in water with suspended particles,
and Bλ is the global background light in the tank. Because
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clear air can be approximated to contain fewer particles,
Tair(x) approximately set to 1 and Bλ is close to Bair. Ad-
ditionally, because the particles in air are fewer than those in
water, the parameter Tλ(x) can be ignored. By the above
analysis, the mixed model can be expressed as

U(x) ≈ I(x)Tλ(x) + Bλ 1 − Tλ(x)( . (9)

Comparing (9) with (5), we can find that if the light
passes through two media (air and water), objects placed in
the air are equivalent to being placed in water. Taking ad-
vantage of this law, the objects are placed in air to simulate
the scene of the objects in water in the experimental part of
our research.

3.4. Formulation as an Image Restoration Task. To recover
the clear image I(x), the traditional underwater image
restoration methods estimate not only I(x) but also ho-
mogenous global background light B and the medium
energy ratio T(x) from an underwater image U(x), shown
in the equation U(x) � I(x)T(x) + B(1 − T(x)) (3). -e
estimating process can be divided into two main steps.
After the first step of estimating B and b, the latent image I
is reconstructed by inverting the underwater formation
model.

Unlike the previous conventional methods, the methods
based on deep learning directly estimate the latent image I
without calculating the global background light and the
medium energy ratio. Instead of estimating parameters, deep
learningmethods compute the residual information between
the target latent image and the underwater image in a data-
driven and end-to-end manner. We use maximum a pos-
teriori estimator (MAP estimator) to explain the restoration
procedure from I(x) to U(x), written in a nonlinear function
U(x) � f(I(x)). -e function can be further shortened as
U � f(I).

According to the Bayes rule, the maximization over the
probability distribution of the posterior can be written as

p(I | U) � p(U | I)
p(I)

p(U)
, (10)

where p(U | I) is the likelihood of observing U given I, and
p(I) is the prior on the latent image. Having a uniform
distribution p(U) on the observations, the maximization of
the posterior can be written as

IMAP � argmax
I

p(I | U) � argmax
I

[p(U | I)p(I)]. (11)

In (11), because U is a determined value, p(U) is a fixed
value and omitted. Further, (11) can be converted by
minimizing the log likelihood as
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Light in
water

The plane
of the object

(c)

Figure 5: -e experimental schematics of collecting images. -e subimage in the upper-left corner shows the experimental equipment to
collect the ground truth. -e subimage in the upper-right corner shows the equipment to collect the underwater images to be restored. -e
bottom subimage surrounded by a dashed box represents a top view of the experimental equipment.

Object

Atmosphere Water

d (x)

Figure 6: Mixed scattering model used to describe both media underwater and atmosphere.-e path of light propagation is from the object
to the camera, shown with the blue line. -e tank is filled with water and particles.
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IMAP � argmax
I

p(I | U)

� argmin
I

[−logp(U | I) − logp(I)]

� argmin
I

|U − f(I)|
2

+ αΨ(I) ,

(12)

where the first item logp(U | I) is log-probability term
similar with the maximum likelihood method, logp(I) is a
priori probability influencing the results, |U − f(I)|2 term
enforces the observations to be faithful to the degraded
image, and αΨ(I) is the regularization prior term.

4. Experiments

-ree factors including big data, subtle algorithms, and
hardware for parallel computing have led to significant
progress in the deep learning approach. -e high cost of
collecting underwater images causes the scarcity of the data
in underwater restoration algorithms. We designed the
corresponding experimental scene for collecting training
and test data, shown in Figure 7, based on the theoretical
analysis in the section “-e Procedure of Collecting Data” of
the approach chapter.

In the training phase, two kinds of data are collected in
scene 1 and scene 2 as shown in Figure 5. Figure 7(a) shows
the scene 1 for collecting the Ground Truth images in the
training phase. A variety of methods are adopted to make the
quality of the images better. A Wi-Fi controller is used to
take a photo remotely by the app “qDslrDashboard.” Po-
larized lenses are mounted in front of the lens to eliminate
the reflection light of the glass. -e tripods and tables are
fixed steadily. After collecting the GTdata, the first tank filled
with clear water is removed and the second tank filled with
the slightly muddy water is placed in the same location. We
adjust the camera parameter to take the corresponding low-
exposure images.

In the training phase, the distance between the tank and the
camera is only about 2 cm, while the corresponding distance of
the test phase is longer than 45 cm. -e different focus objects
cause different distances in two phases. In the training phase, the
camera focuses on the object away from the tank. However, the
camera focused on the object in the tank in the test phase. -e
closest focus distance for the lens is 45 cm, so the camera must
be placed at least 45 cm away. -e training pictures picked
randomly from the training data including about 50 pictures are
shown in Figure 8. We can see that the images taken in dark
environments are noisy and blurry.

-e scene of the test phase is shown in Figure 7(b);
several black cloths are used to obtain better test images.
Firstly, the top of the tank is covered by a black cloth to
avoid direct sunlight on the top. Secondly, the back of the
tank is sheltered by a black cloth to make sure the scene
has a black background.-irdly, a big black cloth is placed
behind the camera to prevent the rear light from shining
on the tank and reflecting back to the camera. In the test
phase, only one tank with slightly muddy water is pro-
vided, and the camera is adjusted to take the low-exposure
images.

Based on the recent advances in underwater low-light
image processing algorithms, the comparative experiments
are divided into four categories, respectively, shown in lines
A, B, C, and D.

Line A in Figure 3 describes the pipeline that the un-
derwater low-light images are processed directly by un-
derwater enhancement and restoration algorithms. -e
comparative results using different underwater algorithms
are shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that single processing
underwater enhancement and restoration algorithms cannot
effectively process the underwater images taken in a dark
environment. -e results by single underwater algorithms
are too dark except for the column E.-e result of column E
has abnormal bright spots and rough texture on a smooth
surface. Our algorithm achieves the closest effect to the
Ground Truth.

Objective IQA methods are used to measure the results.
-e classical FR methods peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
and structural similarity index [56] (SSIM index) are selected
in our quantitative analysis as full-reference methods. -e
higher the value of the two FR methods, the better the image
quality. Other IQA methods selected in the analysis are IL-
NIQE [57] and NIQE [58]. IL-NIQE uses a feature-enriched
completely blind image quality evaluator. NIQE makes a
completely blind image quality analyzer and is also one of
the NR methods.

-e results of objective IQA methods between our al-
gorithm and underwater enhancement and restoration al-
gorithms are shown in Table 2. -e results show that our
algorithm works better than the other algorithms.

-e second image processing pipeline is shown in line B
of Figure 3. -is pipeline cascades the following three steps:
luminosity scaling, denoising, and underwater processing
algorithm. -e first two steps are abbreviated as “S +D.” In
the experiment, the classic BM3D [39] is selected in the
denoising step. -e results of the pipeline are shown in
Figure 10.

All cascading pipelines obtain the results with normal
exposure relative to the single underwater algorithm. We
consider that the normal exposure benefits from the step of
luminosity scaling. -e images of column C are fuzzier than
our algorithm. -e results of other algorithms, such as
columns E, F, and G, cannot restore dark areas well. -e
results of objective IQA methods are shown in Table 3.

-e 3rd kind of image processing pipeline is shown in
line C of Figure 3. -e pipeline cascades low-light en-
hancement algorithm LIME [41] and underwater images
processing algorithm. -e results of algorithms and the
objective IQA methods are shown in Figure 11 and Table 4.
In Figure 11, our algorithm exceeds all LIME+underwater
enhancement and restoration algorithms. -e column D
(LIME+GBdehazingRCorrection) has the same effect in
terms of color and brightness recovery. In the aspect of
objective IQA methods, our algorithm exceeds all of the
LIME+ underwater enhancement and restoration
algorithms.

-e pipeline based on deep learning is shown in line D
of Figure 3. In the field of computer vision, most of the
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Polarized lenses

Wi-Fi controller

(a) (b)

Figure 7: -e experimental scenes for collecting the training and test data. -e left image (a) and the right image (b) show the scene of
shooting the ground truth images in the training phase and test images.

A B A B A B

Figure 8: -e training images randomly picked from the training set. -e first and fourth lines show the images of the original size, and the
subsequent two lines are the corresponding magnified images. -e pictures of column A are the dark and fuzzy pictures taken in a low-light
environment. Because the original pictures are dark and invisible, we used Ubuntu software for brightness adjustment. -e pictures of
column B are the corresponding clear images.

A B C D E F G H I J

Figure 9:-e testing comparison between our algorithm and underwater enhancement and restoration algorithms.-e columns from A to
J, respectively, mean the results: original image, by CLAHE [11], by Gamma Correction (GC) [3, 52], by ICM [14], by Rayleigh Distribution
[53], by UCM [54], by RoWS [55], by UDCP [22], by our algorithm, and the reference image.
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Table 2: -e test results of objective IQA methods between our algorithm and underwater enhancement and restoration algorithms.

Image
ID

Assessment
methods

Original
image CLAHE GC ICM Rayleigh

Distribution UCM RoWS UDCP Ours Ground
Truth

100600 PSNR 15.39 16.826 18.110 16.059 9.813 19.071 14.924 14.925 27.036 Inf
100600 SSIM 0.121 0.448 0.574 0.250 0.183 0.426 0.012 0.011 0.840 1
100600 IL-NIQE 85.737 92.681 85.937 82.378 53.607 76.323 157.962 154.894 39.235 28.716
100600 NIQE 14.473 8.559 8.652 8.687 8.810 8.862 20.830 20.901 5.756 5.1267
100602 PSNR 15.839 18.815 19.633 16.740 10.495 17.191 15.169 14.727 24.579 Inf
100602 SSIM 0.280 0.624 0.646 0.412 0.246 0.358 0.117 0.030 0.842 1
100602 IL-NIQE 83.133 84.796 84.337 72.221 62.313 72.443 85.413 87.961 32.961 34.990
100602 NIQE 7.467 8.458 8.490 8.360 10.198 8.131 7.731 8.021 5.9664 6.849
100603 PSNR 11.717 13.872 14.803 12.363 12.292 12.952 11.353 11.290 23.613 Inf
100603 SSIM 0.205 0.505 0.605 0.349 0.375 0.277 0.089 0.077 0.867 1
100603 IL-NIQE 80.893 80.292 68.379 65.774 45.447 64.708 80.856 84.260 37.503 33.236
100603 NIQE 7.310 7.176 7.296 7.504 9.025 7.085 7.339 7.186 5.622 4.641
100605 PSNR 11.633 13.156 14.822 12.173 11.956 14.140 10.985 11.023 22.167 Inf
100605 SSIM 0.134 0.352 0.512 0.237 0.279 0.357 0.007 0.017 0.770 1.00
100605 IL-NIQE 113.811 96.737 106.721 100.244 62.865 85.374 112.699 105.880 51.919 28.02
100605 NIQE 9.979 9.278 9.248 9.533 9.931 9.300 12.789 10.492 5.4618 4.944

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) ours

Figure 10: -e testing comparison between our algorithm and S +D+underwater enhancement and restoration algorithms. -e columns
from A to G, respectively, mean the pipeline: luminosity scaling (A), luminosity scaling + denoising algorithm (B), S +D+GC (C),
S+D+ ICM (D), by S +D+DCP (E), S +D+RoWS (F), S_D_UDCP (G), and our algorithm (H).

Table 3:-e test results of objective IQAmethods between our algorithm and S +D+underwater enhancement and restoration algorithms.

Image ID Assessment methods (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) ours
100600 PSNR 13.271 13.360 15.058 12.287 11.253 11.273 11.265 27.036
100600 SSIM 0.371 0.434 0.556 0.297 0.094 0.095 0.094 0.840
100600 IL-NIQE 59.899 50.375 47.866 49.569 77.211 75.689 74.244 39.235
100600 NIQE 6.442 6.952 5.757 6.376 6.458 6.500 6.470 5.756
100602 PSNR 13.825 13.974 15.241 12.233 11.900 11.702 11.416 24.579
100602 SSIM 0.426 0.520 0.571 0.338 0.243 0.210 0.171 0.842
100602 IL-NIQE 63.870 50.368 50.735 47.969 56.586 65.474 68.118 32.961
100602 NIQE 6.271 7.019 5.766 6.312 6.453 6.175 6.727 5.9664
100603 PSNR 13.088 13.221 12.941 12.010 11.733 12.104 11.132 23.613
100603 SSIM 0.432 0.521 0.516 0.356 0.288 0.373 0.211 0.867
100603 IL-NIQE 63.646 39.312 39.850 39.882 43.502 40.647 42.096 37.503
100603 NIQE 5.988 6.281 5.621 5.679 5.867 5.693 5.998 5.622
100605 PSNR 21.213 22.223 17.194 17.472 16.744 16.845 15.717 22.167
100605 SSIM 0.617 0.744 0.690 0.577 0.524 0.537 0.452 0.770
100605 IL-NIQE 85.565 67.611 66.661 67.624 68.777 65.319 70.876 51.919
100605 NIQE 7.207 6.815 6.130 5.906 6.278 6.314 6.433 5.4618
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current deep learning methods are applied to aerial pic-
tures. -ere are also some deep learning methods used in
underwater image recovery, but few deep learning
methods can be applied to blurring and dark underwater
images. Deep underwater image enhancement [36] is se-
lected as a comparison algorithm. -e results of restora-
tion and objective IQA methods are shown in Figure 12
and Table 5. It can be seen that columns B, E, and F show
whiteness, column A has low clarity and color cast, col-
umns D, E, and F cannot restore the background, and
column C has rough particles on the smooth surfaces.
Because underwater image characteristics are more
complex than aerial images, many algorithms have not
enough robustness. -e test results of objective IQA
methods show that our algorithm exceeds all deep un-
derwater image enhancement algorithms.

4.1. Implementation Details. In all of our experiments, we
used L1 loss and the Adam optimizer [59]. We only trained

the network with the use of a Nikon D700 camera.-e initial
learning rate was set to 0.0001. -e initial learning rate
decreased according to the cosine function. -e weight
decay was set to 0.00001 and dampened to 0. According to
the practical effect of the experiment, the training epoch is
set between 3000 and 5000. Our implementation was based
on Torch which is one of the deep learning platforms.

5. Discussion

In this work, we shared a new method for collecting images
that can be used for future research of machine learning.
With the help of a high-quality dataset, our algorithm
achieves inspiring results in the restoration of the extremely
low-light underwater images.

In future, we should try to improve our work with the
following points. (1) -e improved U-net networks can be
used to improve performance. (2) -e generalization per-
formance of the method still needs to be studied, for

Table 4:-e test results of objective IQAmethods between our algorithm and LIME+underwater enhancement and restoration algorithms.

Image ID Assessment methods (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (H) ours
100600 PSNR 17.558 21.831 19.104 22.417 20.759 20.914 27.036
100600 SSIM 0.532 0.697 0.445 0.717 0.578 0.592 0.840
100600 IL-NIQE 68.850 61.838 68.343 66.967 61.455 60.936 39.235
100600 NIQE 7.200 6.909 6.814 7.166 6.131 6.135 5.756
100602 PSNR 12.693 20.232 18.472 20.502 18.872 18.844 24.579
100602 SSIM 0.423 0.671 0.541 0.622 0.551 0.544 0.842
100602 IL-NIQE 69.912 59.435 60.962 69.759 61.744 61.317 32.961
100602 NIQE 7.283 8.054 6.885 6.832 7.036 6.952 5.9664
100603 PSNR 14.584 18.765 17.148 20.580 18.396 18.012 23.613
100603 SSIM 0.562 0.690 0.584 0.701 0.628 0.617 0.867
100603 IL-NIQE 64.945 59.374 54.171 65.780 51.560 47.943 37.503
100603 NIQE 6.503 6.711 6.360 6.946 6.484 6.455 5.622
100605 PSNR 15.408 16.461 15.450 19.119 17.667 17.406 22.167
100605 SSIM 0.531 0.569 0.483 0.629 0.576 0.568 0.770
100605 IL-NIQE 91.358 81.761 81.389 85.474 78.275 73.778 51.919
100605 NIQE 7.819 7.652 6.863 6.792 8.183 7.738 5.4618

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) ours

Figure 11:-e testing results between our algorithm and other algorithms.-e columns fromA toH, respectively, represent the algorithms:
LIME+GC (A), LIME+ ICM (B), LIME+DCP [21] (C), by LIME+GBdehazingRCorrection (D), by LIME+RoWS (E), by LIME+UDCP
(F), and by our algorithm (G).
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example, different depth and different turbidity. (3) Ex-
perimental equipment for underwater image acquisition can
be extended from water tank to pool.

Our research has important theoretical value for the
underwater robot, surveillance, and many more areas.

6. Conclusions

To see in dark and blurred underwater environments, we
propose a new method of collecting underwater image pairs
by two tanks filled with different-turbidity water and dif-
ferent-environment light. Experiments show that our ap-
proach in the collection underwater image is simple and
highly effective. We demonstrate the efficacy of our algo-
rithm in blurred and dark underwater image restoration by
supervised learning. -e experiment shows that this ap-
proach can achieve inspiring results.
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(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) ours

Figure 12: -e testing comparison between our algorithm and the method based on deep learning. -e columns from A to H, respectively,
represent S +D+ type 1 UWCNNmodel (A), S +D+ type 7 model (B), S +D+ type I (C), S +D+ type III (D), by type7 from original image
(E), type 9 model (F), and by our algorithm (G).

Table 5: -e test results of objective IQA methods between our algorithm and deep underwater image enhancement.

Image ID Assessment methods (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) ours
100600 PSNR 20.947 22.403 23.485 22.829 19.190 18.724 27.036
100600 SSIM 0.646 0.781 0.780 0.783 0.744 0.741 0.840
100600 IL-NIQE 58.020 48.487 54.521 59.034 81.410 72.060 39.235
100600 NIQE 7.334 6.732 6.903 7.652 10.062 12.704 5.756
100602 PSNR 21.935 16.091 24.409 21.828 9.366 18.593 24.579
100602 SSIM 0.757 0.655 0.813 0.749 0.470 0.736 0.842
100602 IL-NIQE 66.381 50.995 62.061 62.318 68.022 51.325 32.961
100602 NIQE 7.331 7.222 6.996 7.698 6.899 6.638 5.9664
100603 PSNR 17.440 20.641 18.465 17.364 12.476 16.236 23.613
100603 SSIM 0.643 0.807 0.736 0.651 0.615 0.761 0.867
100603 IL-NIQE 47.975 44.817 45.509 53.039 94.663 68.420 37.503
100603 NIQE 6.812 7.003 6.410 7.104 7.584 5.852 5.622
100605 PSNR 16.170 20.454 18.611 16.791 17.272 16.095 22.167
100605 SSIM 0.551 0.696 0.671 0.607 0.638 0.640 0.770
100605 IL-NIQE 71.732 44.950 58.549 73.383 100.597 95.610 51.919
100605 NIQE 6.848 6.373 6.163 7.693 8.905 8.598 5.4618
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